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Thickness-dependent fcc to bcc structural change in iron films:
Use of a 2-ML Ni/W„110… substrate

H. L. Johnston, C. S. Arnold, and D. Venus
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Brockhouse Institute for Materials Research, McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada L8

~Received 1 November 1996!

The fcc to bcc structural change in the growth of ultrathin iron films is studied for films grown on a~111!
fcc surface, in an attempt to mimic the geometry of the martensitic transition in bulk iron, where the interface
is formed from the close-packed planes of the two structures. The use of a 2-ML Ni/W~110! substrate allows
good wetting and lattice matching of the iron, without introducing either significant interdiffusion at the
interface or a large amount of magnetic material. Low-energy electron diffraction and angle-resolved Auger
electron spectroscopy show that the iron films grow as a slightly distorted~111! fcc surface for 3 ML, after
which a surface cell intermediate to fcc and bcc appears in a specific Kurjumov-Sachs~KS! orientation.
Thicker films show a simultaneous relaxation of the surface unit cell to a bcc structure and the movement of
the layer stacking from the fcc position to the KS bcc position. The approximate layer-by-layer evolution of the
structure is in marked contast to the complicated growth transition seen for iron films grown on~001! fcc
surfaces. This promises to be a useful system to isolate the relation of the structural transition and magnetism,
without important contributions from other growth processes.@S0163-1829~97!03219-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Iron grown as a thin, metastable film upon a face-cente
cubic substrate has proven to be a fascinating and com
system for the study of magnetism at surfaces and interfa
and for the demonstration of the links between film structu
morphology, and magnetism. One factor which contribu
to the changes in the magnetic properties of these film
their thickness is increased is the transition from a me
stable, epitaxial, fcc-like growth structure to a bcc-li
growth structure related to bulk bcc iron. A number of me
ods, such as the use of surfactants,1 have been used to stab
lize the fcc structure, but for pure, clean iron films, it
difficult to escape the fact that the bcc structure has lo
energy and makes a fcc to bcc growth transition inevitab
The relation of this structural change to the magnetic pr
erties of the iron film has been studied extensively for fil
grown on noble metal substrates, and particularly2 on
Cu~001!. Here, as a function of film thickness, one fin
sheared face-centered tetragonal growth,3 a transition fcc
region,4 and finally bcc growth,5 all with characteristic and
fascinating magnetic properties.6 Unfortunately, the structure
and morphology is greatly complicated by the tendency
the iron to mix with the copper substrate,7 and the film to
roughen dramatically as the growth transition occurs.5,8 It is
only through an impressive effort that the contributions
these various issues to the magnetic behavior have b
identified and, to some degree, studied systematically
positive aspect of these works is that Fe/Cu~001! is an ideal
system to study the interaction of the many influences
film magnetism; an alternative viewpoint is that it might
fruitful to gain insight through the study of related system
where the magnetic behavior is dominated by a single c
acteristic of the growth. This has led to initial studies of ir
films grown on Ni~001! and Co~001! substrates,9 where in-
550163-1829/97/55~19!/13221~9!/$10.00
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termixing of the film and substrate are expected to be l
serious. For these systems, however, the magnetic prope
of the iron film are difficult to study since they may b
slaved to the larger net magnetic moment of the substr
and because it is difficult with many experimental techniqu
to separate the magnetic response of the iron atoms from
of the substrate atoms. However, even these studies do
address the root of the problem: if one wishes to study
relation between the fcc growth to bcc growth transition
the magnetic properties of the iron film, the~001! surface is
a poor choice for the fcc substrate.

The thickness-dependent structural change in iron fi
has much in common with the phase transition from the
structure to the bcc structure in bulk iron, which is a clas
example of a first-order martensitic transition.10 In this dif-
fusionless transition, an interface plane~termed the habit
plane! moves through the bulk iron and divides the regio
having fcc and bcc structures. These two regions are orie
such that a close-packed$111% fcc plane is parallel to a close
packed$110%bcc plane. The most likely alignments of th
close-packed planes are the Kurjumov-Sachs~KS!, where a
^011& fcc and ^111&bcc direction are parallel, and the
Nishiyama-Wasserman~NW!, where a ^12̄1& fcc and
^101&bcc direction are parallel. The habit plane itself is in
variant under the structural transformation, a conditi
which is possible because of the compensatory effects
lattice distortion and shear. The habit plane is often irrat
nal, but in the case of pure iron~up to 0.4% C! the habit
planeis the close-packed plane. Using the bulk transition
a model, a (111)fcc substrate should result in films where th
direction of increasing thickness is normal to the natu
habit plane of the bulk transition. This could permit a mo
continuous growth transition, roughly analogous to a b
martensitic transition ‘‘in progress,’’ with the habit plan
‘‘frozen’’ at a certain depth in the film. The essential soun
13 221 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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13 222 55H. L. JOHNSTON, C. S. ARNOLD, AND D. VENUS
ness of this idea is consistent with the scanning tunne
microscopy studies5,8 of the growth transition of iron films
on Cu~001!. A very complicated, but patterned, arrangeme
of defects and shear planes appears at an angle to the su
and the low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! pattern
shows a series of reconstructions related to the shear o
surface layers3 and the defect patterns.5 The final Fe bcc
phase greatly resembles the close-packed~110! surface in an
orientation with respect to the underlying~001! fcc which is
not observed for bulk geometries.11 This process can be
thought of as a method by which the natural habit plane
the transition, which is initially at an angle to the surface, c
be reestablished normal to the film growth direction.

Choosing a Cu~111!fcc substrate leads again to complic
tions, since the epitaxially grown iron does not wet this s
face well, but immediately forms islands2,12 which undergo
the transition to the bcc structure before the islands th
selves have properly coalesced. Bauer and van der Mer13

have predicted better wetting, lattice matching, and
growth on (111)fcc Ni and Co substrates, but these are as
little studied.14 Even with these choices, there remain t
problems associated with the magnetic characterization
thin film grown on a magnetic substrate. It is therefore
happy coincidence that Ni is known to grow in a high
ordered~111! fcc structure on a W~110! substrate, even fo
very thin film thicknesses of two or three monolayers.15,16

Such a thin Ni buffer layer will continue to have magne
consequences, but perhaps at least the master/slave rel
ship between substrate and film will be reversed.

This line of argument has led to the present study of i
films grown on a 2-ML Ni/W~110! substrate, with the aim o
discovering a simple example of the fcc to bcc iron grow
transition, and with characterizing the structural aspects
that transition. It turns out that one sees a transition do
nated by intralayer atomic motions following simple geom
ric relations, in agreement with the foregoing discussi
This system therefore seems well suited for further studie
the relation of the structural transition and the magne
properties of iron films.

II. PREPARATION OF THE 2-ML Ni/W „110… SUBSTRATE

The growth of thin Ni films on the W~110! surface has
been well characterized in a number of studies.15,16The pur-
pose of the present section is to document the metho
preparation of the substrate, as the properties of very
films are much more sensitive to experimental uncertain
than are thick films. Figure 1 shows the geometry of
lattices involved. The solid outline defines a fcc unit cell, a
the dashed outlines define two bcc unit cells which are
ented in the NW alignment~to the left of the fcc cell! and
one of the KS alignments~below the fcc cell!. In this paper,
the W~110! single crystal substrate is always aligned as
NW bcc cell in Fig. 1, and all LEED patterns, experimen
substrate manipulations, etc., are presented with respe
this orientation in space and on the page. The tungsten c
tal was cut and polished to within 0.4° of the (110)bcc sur-
face, and was cleaned before each film deposition by hea
to 1800 K in 531027 Torr oxygen, and then flashing t
2500 K. This yielded a sharp LEED pattern and carbon c
tamination levels which were just detectable with a four-g
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retardation Auger electron analyzer. Ni was evaporated
electron bombardment of a pure wire, using an evapora
which had an integral flux monitor to ensure a constant de
sition rate.17 The LEED pattern showed initially pseudomo
phic growth, then a 731 reconstruction along W@001#bcc for
thicker films, and finally a sixfold pattern that was very clo
to hexagonal, with no reconstruction satellite spots—all
agreement with previous results. In accord with these
thors, we interpreted the hexagonal pattern as the forma
of two stacking domains of the fcc Ni~111! surface, and the
731 reconstruction as evidence for the NW relative orie
tation of the Ni and W unit cells, as illustrated in Fig. 1. F
exact matching along the Ni@2̄11#fcc and W@11̄0#bcc direc-
tions, the Ni cell must be expanded by 3.7% from its bu
lattice constant. Along the W@001#bcc direction, the recon-
struction matches nine Ni cells onto seven W cells by c
tracting the Ni cell by 1.0% from its bulk lattice constant.
matching of this type predicts a distorted fcc cell with inte
nal anglea fcc561.14°, whereas an experimental value
60.8°60.4° was determined for a 2-ML film in the prese
experiments.

In order to accurately determine the thickness of the
layer, Auger electron spectra were recorded as a functio
deposition time at room temperature in the energy inter
containing the Ni 61-eV and W 48-eV Auger peaks. T
spectra were fit using a least-squares criterion to a lin
combination of the spectra for the clean W substrate, an
thick Ni film where the W Auger peak was not detectab
The fitting constant for the Ni is plotted in Fig. 2~a! as a
function of deposition time. These data were fit in turn
one, two, three, and four linear segments, with a lea
squares algorithm free to determine the slopes and inter
tion points of the lines. Thex2 from each fit were compared

FIG. 1. Relative orientations of the surface unit cells of t
substrate and films are illustrated, with the surface normal proj
ing out of the page. A (111)fcc surface cell is shown by the solid
outline, and dashed lines show the NW and KS orientations of
(110)bcc with respect to it. The internal anglesa are defined for
each cell type. The open circles mark the atomic position of
next layer for a fcc structure (A), a NW bcc structure (B), and a
KS bcc structure (C). The W~110!bcc single crystal substrate is
aligned as the NW bcc cell.
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55 13 223THICKNESS-DEPENDENT fcc TO bcc STRUCTURAL . . .
using the f test, which takes into account the reduction
degrees of freedom as the number of linear segments is
creased. The statistical analysis suggests that the Ni A
uptake curve is best represented by three linear segm
where there is a first weak slope change at the depos
time 0.44t fcc and a stronger slope change att fcc . The label-
ing of these times reflects our interpretation of the stron
slope change as the completion of the reconstructed m
layer, and the weaker slope change as associated with
end of pseudomorphic growth.~The LEED reconstruction
was first visible at about 0.6t fcc .! These results are in de
tailed agreement with those of Kolaczkiewicz and Baue15

with even the ratios of the slopes at the slope changes~0.70
and 0.53! being in quantitative agreement. These data c
firm the very good wetting of W~110! by Ni, and serve to
calibrate the Ni film thickness to within60.1 ML.

The very low solubility of most metals in W permits film
to be annealed without causing intermixing at the interfa
Experimentation showed that the LEED pattern of the
film was improved when the films were grown at an eleva
temperature, and that this did not affect the Auger elect
intensities. All the Ni/W~110! substrates in this study wer
thus prepared by growing the first monolayer at a subst
temperature of 550 K and subsequent layers at 390 K.
LEED pattern for a 2-ML Ni film then had a sharp hexagon
pattern of spots, and more diffuse reconstruction spots wh
were significantly weaker than those observed for the mo
layer.

FIG. 2. Intensity of characteristic lines in the Auger electr
spectroscopy spectra as a function of the time of metal evapora
~a! Ni ~61 eV! deposited on W~110!. ~b! Fe ~47 eV! deposited on
W~110!. ~c! Fe ~47 eV! deposited on 2-ML Ni/W~110!. The lines
and labeled timest are unconstrained, linear least-squares fits
linear segments and are discussed in the text.
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III. GROWTH OF fcc Fe ON 2-ML Ni/W „110…

Since preliminary studies showed that growing Fe direc
on 1-ML Ni/W~110! led quickly to a very diffuse LEED
pattern, a 2-ML Ni film was chosen as the thinnest practi
magnetic substrate. The Fe evaporator was calibrated
LEED and Auger experiments of deposition directly onto t
W~110! surface at room temperature. This system is kno
to produce a series of distinctive LEED patterns with
creasing coverage, which were reproduced in the pre
studies.18 Data for the Fe Auger uptake curve are plotted
Fig. 2~b!, following the same analysis procedure describ
for the Ni deposition. Once again, according to thef test, the
data are best represented by three linear segments. The
very weak change in slope has also been observed
Gardiner19 ~the ratios of slopes at these changes, 0.89
0.45, are in quantitative agreement with those measured
Gardiner!, but is too subtle for calibration purposes. Th
characteristic feature of this curve in previous studies
room temperature is the stronger second slope change, w
has been shown to represent the completion of the
bilayer20 on W~110!. This feature is therefore interpreted a
2tbcc, and it is then found that the first slope change occ
at 0.95tbcc. Using this calibration, the ratio of the areal ato
densities on the W~110! and Ni~111! surfaces gives a time
for the deposition of Fe equivalent to one pseudomorp
layer on Ni~111! astfcc51.3tbcc. @Of course, thist fcc is dif-
ferent than that in Fig. 1~a!, since a different evaporator i
being calibrated.# A similar Auger intensity experiment wa
then performed for Fe deposition at room temperature
2-ML Ni/W ~110!, the results being presented in Fig. 2~c!.
The same analysis leads to three linear segments, with
unconstrained positions of the slope changes fit to 1.02t fcc
and 1.92t fcc in terms of theindependentcalibration oft fcc in
Fig. 2~b!. This is internally consistent evidence that the
wets the Ni film well, grows pseudomorphically on th
strained fcc template, and that in the initial stages at least
growth mode is approximately layer by layer. The thickne
of the Fe films in ML in this paper will therefore refer to th
calibrated amount of material deposited int fcc .

A final Auger electron spectroscopy experiment was p
formed to gain insight into the amount of intermixing of th
Fe into the Ni film. 0.8-ML of Fe was deposited onto 2-M
Ni/W~110!, and Auger spectra were recorded~close to room
temperature! as a function of annealing temperature. T
low-energy region of the spectrum was fit to a linear com
nation of the Auger spectra of 2-ML Ni/W~110! and a very
thick Fe film. The higher-energy region was fit to a sing
clean W Auger spectrum. The resulting fitting constants
plotted in Fig. 3, where the lines are guides to the eye. T
W Auger intensity stays rather constant until an anneal
temperature of 550 K, where it begins to increase. This
interpreted as the onset of significant islanding of the fil
probably as islands on top of a single monolayer which
tightly bonded to the W surface. The Fe and Ni signa
however, change rather linearly starting immediately at
lowest annealing temperature. This is interpreted as in
mixing of the Fe and Ni, and the lack of plateau at lo
annealing temperatures suggests that some intermixing
already occurred in the film as deposited. It is difficult
quantify the amount of intermixing from this experiment, b

n.
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13 224 55H. L. JOHNSTON, C. S. ARNOLD, AND D. VENUS
it is clearly a gradual process: annealing to 360 K, for
stance, makes only a small change in the Auger intensi
Because of this, and because the Ni film is grown at sligh
elevated temperature, the effect of growing the Fe film
slightly elevated temperature~360 K! was investigated. This
led to an improvement in the sharpness of the LEED patt
and this growth temperature was therefore adopted for
subsequent films.

The structure of the Fe films was investigated us
LEED patterns and angle-resolved Auger electron spect
copy ~ARAES!. Initially, deposition of Fe on 2-ML Ni/
W~110! led to no important changes in the LEED patte
observed for the 2-ML Ni film. The sharpness of the sp
was at first degraded, but then improved again, so that
ML of Fe, a sharp hexagonal LEED pattern with no reco
struction was obtained. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, for
primary energy of 96 eV. An internal anglea fcc560.8°
60.4° was measured from photographs of the pattern,
the lack of threefold symmetry again indicates that there
domains of two stacking sequences present.

The angle-resolved Auger experiments21 are illustrated

FIG. 3. Intensity of characteristic lines in the Auger electr
spectroscopy spectra for a 0.8-ML Fe/2-ML Ni/W~110! film, which
was grown at room temperature, and annealed to success
higher temperatures. The lines are guides for the eye.

FIG. 4. Photograph of the LEED pattern of 3-ML Fe/2-ML N
W~110!, for a primary beam energy of 96 eV. The orientation of t
tungsten substrate and Ni film in direct space is as the NW unit c
in Fig. 1.
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schematically in the inset to Fig. 5~a!. High-energy Auger
electrons are, to a good approximation, emitted isotropic
by an excited atom, but the angular distribution of the Aug
electrons can be perturbed if the emitting atom is in a cr
talline environment. The trajectories of the electrons pass
close to a positive ion core can be deflected towards the
core, causing a focusing of the Auger electrons along
crystallographic directions where the ion cores are situa
This forward-focusing effect is strongest in very thin film
where multiple forward-scattering interactions are not g
metrically possible,22 and is observed primarily along th
directions where nearest neighbors lie. In the present exp
ments, the films were rotated about the NW@001#bcc direction
of the W crystal illustrated in Fig. 1~this is equivalent to the
@011̄# fcc direction of the 2-ML Ni!. Assuming the fcc stack-
ing position marked ‘‘A’’ in Fig. 1, the geometry illustrated
in the inset to Fig. 5~a! is obtained, and forward focusing a
Qout535° is expected. Assuming the alternate fcc stack
position in the upper half of the fcc unit cell in Fig. 1 pre
dicts a peak in the ARAES atQout555°. Assuming a bcc
structure in the orientation of the NW orientation of the
substrate predicts a peak atQout545°.

The ARAES experiments were performed with a fix
angle between the incoming primary, 2000-eV electron be
and the entrance aperture of the electron energy analy
such thatQ in1Qout590°. The angular resolution of th
electron optics was62°. In order to compensate for th

ely

lls

FIG. 5. Angle-resolved Auger electron spectroscopy~ARAES!
traces for Fe films on 2-ML Ni/W~110!. The experimental geometry
is illustrated in the inset.~a! Experimental results for 1-, 2-, an
3-ML Fe films. The expected angles for forward-focusing by a
surface cell in the NW orientation~arrows!, and by a bcc surface
cell aligned with the W substrate~dotted line! are marked. The
curves are normalized to the same incoming primary beam flux.~b!
The calculated traces for a 1- and 2-ML Fe film with a fcc surfa
cell in the NW orientation. Both incoming and outgoing focusin
conditions are included, as discussed in the text.
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55 13 225THICKNESS-DEPENDENT fcc TO bcc STRUCTURAL . . .
possible drift of the electron gun current, the electron co
was recorded in a rapid series of interleaved time steps a
peak energy of the Fe~702 eV! Auger electrons, and two
positions suitable for extrapolating a linear background. T
ARAES data were then evaluated as the ratio of the Au
peak counts minus the background, all normalized to
background. While this method removed spurious tempo
drifts, it introduced an arbitrary scale of normalization. Th
was removed by constructing the average, angle-resolve
elastic background as measured in many ARAES exp
ments. Since this function was found to be smoothly vary
and had little scatter, it was fit to a polynomial, and t
resulting function was multiplied times the normalize
ARAES spectra to give the angular dependence of the
Auger electrons alone, normalized to constant exciting be
current. These data are shown in Fig. 5~a! for 1-, 2-, and
3-ML Fe films grown on 2-ML Ni/W~110!. The spectra for
2- and 3-ML Fe show clear peaks atQout535° and 55°, and
no discernible peak at 45°, indicating that two stacking d
mains of fcc iron are present~in agreement with the LEED
pattern!, but that bcc iron is not present. Small peaks m
also be present at the fcc forward-focusing angles for
1-ML Fe film. Since the Fe emitter must be below anoth
atom to produce forward-focused electrons, the size of th
peaks is a measure of the imperfection of the Fe films du
a combination of mechanisms:~i! the degree to which the
2-ML Ni substrate contained regions of 1-ML thickness,~ii !
the uncertainty in the Fe film thickness, and~iii ! the amount
of intermixing of Fe into the Ni film. The data are eviden
that none of these effects is serious.

For quantitative calculations of Auger electron forwa
focusing, the ARAES spectrum from a single emitter a
particular lattice siten is denotedI out(Qout,n), and may be
calculated by assuming that an isotropic, outgoing elect
wave is scattered elastically by an array of atoms, where o
independent, single-scattering events are considered.23 The
scattered amplitudes far from the array are summed and
scattered intensity is computed. The present experimenta
ometry is complicated by the fact that the incoming elect
beam may also experience forward focusing. This can
seen in the inset to Fig. 5~a!, where the beam from the elec
tron gun may be focused by a first-layer atom onto a seco
layer atom, so that the latter experiences a greater excita
probability atQ in555° than at other angles. The incomin
focusing I in(Q in ,n) may be calculated by the same meth
as I out(Qout,n), by using time-reversal symmetry24 and a
transformation of variables.25 The observed angular depe
dence of Auger emission from a particular atom will then
the product of these two. Finally, the contribution from
atoms must be normalized to the same scale, and sum
The calculation described thus far is normalized ‘‘per Aug
electron generated at siten. ’’ The relative probabilities of
excitation of atoms in different lattice sites is given by t
relative energy dissipation at these sites. A first approxim
tion to this function is given by the phenomenological
tenuation of the primary beam.26 This varies exponentially
from layer to layer, and as 1/sinQin within each layer as the
primary beam approaches glancing incidence. Taking th
together, the experimental situation is described by
t
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I net~Qout!5(
n

I in~Q in ,n!I out~Qout,n!

3exp@2d~n!/~l sinQ in!#/sinQ in , ~1!

whered(n) is the perpendicular depth of the lattice site fro
the surface, andl is the inelastic attenuation depth. Singl
scattering calculations were carried out using the progr
SSC, developed by Friedmann and Fadley,23 with scattering
phase shifts calculated in the programFEFF, developed by
Rehr, Albers, and Mustre de Leon.27 These are presented i
Fig. 5~b! for the cases of 1- and 2-ML Fe films, where th
single-scattering assumption is strictly valid. The indexn
was summed over the two inequivalent positions in both p
sible fcc stacking sequences. The agreement between
measured and calculated spectra is very good, and confi
the fcc structure of the Fe. It also permits a more detai
understanding of three important points:~i! the rising ‘‘back-
ground’’ asQout becomes smaller is a true effect which r
sults from increased energy deposition in the surface reg
at glancing angles of primary electron incidence;~ii ! the
same mechanism enhances the intensity of peaks at s
emission angles relative to those at large emission angle
thus the peaks at 35° and 55° due to equal amounts of
two fcc stackings are not equal in height;~iii ! in the present
geometry the appearance of the characteristic peaks at
45°, and 55° is not affected by the forward scattering of
incoming beam, because in all three cases, the incoming
outgoing beams experience forward focusing at equiva
geometries. At very low emission angles, however, the
hanced sensitivity can lead to prominent peaks due
second-order focusing~as between 15° and 20°! which com-
plicate a qualitative interpretation.

In conclusion, the Auger uptake curves, LEED, a
ARAES measurements are a self-consistent data set w
indicate that up to 3 ML Fe grows on the 2-ML Ni/W~110!
substrate as two domains of a slightly distorted (111)fcc sur-
face with different stacking sequences, which are epitaxia
the Ni film.

IV. fcc TO bcc TRANSITION FOR Fe/2-ML Ni/W „110…

The first indications of the growth of bcc Fe are given
LEED patterns recorded for 4-ML Fe films. Figure 6~a!
shows the pattern for a primary energy of 96 eV, and F
6~b! gives a schematic interpretation. Four of the six brig
spots associated with the distorted fcc Fe have split into t
lets, so that the twofold symmetry of the pattern is mo
pronounced. Variation of the primary energy shows that
upper spots on the left are correlated with the lower spots
the right, and vice versa. Figure 6~b! shows that these new
spots can be represented as a superposition of two dom
of bcc-like unit cells in an orientation which is given by th
KS orientation in Fig. 1. Two qualitative features are wor
particular attention. First, the observed KS orientations r
resent only two of the six possible such orientations.28 The
3-ML Fe films show a distortion equivalent to that seen
the 731 reconstructed Ni films, where there is a 3.7% e
pansion along@ 2̄11# fcc and a 1.0% compression alon
@011̄# fcc . Using the nearest-neighbor distance for bulk F
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FIG. 6. LEED patterns at a primary beam energy of 96 eV for thicker Fe films grown on 2-ML Ni/W~110!. LEED pattern~a! and
schematic~b! are for a 4-ML Fe film. The schematic shows two distorted bcc surface cells in the KS orientation of Fig. 1. LEED patt~c!
and schematic~d! are for a 12-ML Fe film. The schematic shows, using open circles, a slightly distorted bcc surface cell in th
orientation of Fig. 1.
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the observed KS orientation represents a 0.7% compres
strain along the@011̄# fcc matching direction, whereas match
ing along the nominal@ 1̄01# fcc or @ 1̄1̄0# fcc directions would
require a 2.9% expansion.~A NW orientation requires a
10.4% expansion.! A rigid model therefore shows a clea
reduction of strain energy for the observed KS orientatio
Second, the new spots represent a distorted bcc-like
since the internal angleaKS defined in Fig. 1 is equal to
657.6° instead of the true bcc value of654.7°. The ob-
served distortion allows the bcc-like cell to maintain regis
with the fcc underlayers in the@ 1̄10# fcc direction in direct
space, as can be seen by the horizontal alignment of the s
in Fig. 6~a!. This arrangement presumably reduces the
ergy of interlayer interaction.

LEED patterns of thicker films show a fading of the fc
spots, and an evolution of the bcc-like KS unit cells
smaller values ofaKS. A new qualitative feature is seen firs
for 8-ML Fe films. It is illustrated in a 12-ML Fe film in Fig
6~c!, where it is fully developed. The fcc spots are now a
sent, but six new spots are present~two are hidden in the
photograph by the shadows cast by a Helmholtz coil arran
ment near the sample holder!. The new spots are indicated a
open circles in the schematic representation in Fig. 6~d!.
They can be represented as a bcc-like cell in the NW c
figuration in Fig. 1, with internal angleaNW555.4°. The
ive

s.
ll,

ots
-

-

e-

n-

figure also shows that the original KS cells have evolv
such thataKS is also equal to 55.4°, so that the entire LEE
pattern can be represented as the incoherent superpositi
three equivalent bcc-like cells: two KS cells rotate
655.4° from a NW cell, all referenced to the underlying f
Fe. It is not clear why the emergence of domains of the N
orientation is favorable, other than to note that they occur
the bcc-like surface~not on the fcc surface!, and then only
once the internal angleaKS has obtained a value close to th
of a true bcc cell. The particular NW orientation which a
pears is the only one that preserves the twofold symmetr
the original, distorted fcc surface. It may be that this orie
tation nucleates at the boundaries where the different
domains meet.

The evolution of the bcc cells measured from photogra
of LEED patterns is summarized in Fig. 7, where the inter
anglesa for both orientations are presented as a function
film thickness. The internal angle of the fcc cell is al
shown for those thicknesses where it is observed. This plo
very suggestive of a fcc to bcc transition in three distin
steps. The first is the sudden appearance of a structure i
mediate to fcc and bcc in the KS orientation, followed by
gradual relaxation of the surface unit cell to that of a b
structure. Finally, identical bcc cells nucleate in the NW o
entation. The evidence for the gradual relaxation of the
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cells is particularly intriguing. LEED at a primary energ
near 100 eV should measure a weighted average of the s
ture of the first few atomic layers, giving the smearing of t
spots in Fig. 6 perpendicular to the radial direction—that
along the direction the spots move with changing film thic
ness. The fact that the spots do not degrade into a contin
arc, but rather remain relatively well defined and show m
surable dispersion, suggests that the bcc iron is not grow
as rough islands which expose many layers with a rang
aKS, but rather continues to follow approximately lay
growth, with each layer having a unit cell which is increme
tally relaxed from the previous layer. This is further su
ported by the rapid disappearance of the fcc LEED spots

As the surface unit cell distorts continuously towards
bcc structure, the potential minimum inside the cell is e
pected to shift from the fcc stacking position, labeled
‘‘ A’’ in Fig. 1, to one of the bcc stacking positions labele
‘‘ B’’ and ‘‘ C’’ in Fig. 1. Since the layer spacing betwee
bulk close-packed fcc and bcc planes is the same~when mea-
sured in units of the nearest-neighbor distance!, no change in
the interlayer spacing is expected. In order to investigate
stacking of the surface unit cells, a series of angle-resol
Auger experiments were conducted for films showing
transition to bcc Fe. These are presented in Fig. 8~a!. The
extended lines on they axis show the amount by whic
successive curves have been displaced to avoid overlap
In overview, the data first show a dispersion of the pe
from the fcc angles of 35° and 55° to smaller and larg
angles, respectively, as the films get thicker. The latter p
becomes significantly weaker, appearing as a shoulder. T
for 12-ML Fe films, there is a complete change in charac
with a very strong peak occurring at 45°.

These curves may be interpreted by comparison to
calculated ARAES spectra for different stacking positions
the layers along the linesAC or AB in Fig. 1. Since the
single-scattering theory is strictly valid for films only 1 or
ML thick, and since the most prominent structure is expec
to arise from simple, forward focusing by nearest-neigh
atoms, the following approximate method has been adop
A two-layer system is formed from a bottom layer with

FIG. 7. Internal anglesa ~defined in Fig. 1! of the different
surface unit cells, measured from photographs of LEED pattern
a function of the Fe film thickness. The dashed lines show
expected angles for the fcc and bcc structures.
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true fcc Fe structure, and a top layer in the intermediate
structure given by the LEED pattern in Fig. 6~a!. The inter-
layer distance is assumed to be constant at the distance
mon to the close-packed planes in both fcc and bcc b
structures. Calculations made according to Eq.~1!, for dif-
ferent layer stacking sites along the linesAB andAC, are
presented in Fig. 8~b!. The solid symbols represent the ca
culations for a progression of the stacking site alongAC,
from the fcc site to the KS bcc site. The open symbols r
resent the calculation at the end-point stacking siteB for the
NW bcc structure. Because of the neglect of contributio
from atoms deeper than the second Fe layer, the calcul
peak heights are not as reliable as the peak positions. T
is an impressive agreement with the evolution of the cal
lated and experimental spectra. The calculated peak posit
are summarized in Fig. 9. The ARAES experiments up
8-ML-thick Fe films are well represented by the calculatio
for movement of the stacking position from the fcc to the K
bcc site. The approximate nature of the calculation and
width of the experimental peaks make a more precise co
lation of stacking position against film thickness unreliab
For the 12-ML Fe films, the experiments are in good agr
ment with the calculation for stacking at the NW bcc site

These results give strong support to a description of fcc
bcc transition in these films as a layer-by-layer evolution
the surface cells in both shape and stacking position.

as
e

FIG. 8. Angle-resolved Auger electron spectroscopy traces
thicker Fe films.~a! Experimental results, where successive curv
have been displaced an amount indicated by the extended line
the y axis. ~b! Calculated curves for different stacking positions
an Fe layer formed from the KS bcc-like surface unit cells o
4-ML film, on top of a fcc unit cell for the 3-ML film. The filled
symbols are for stacking positions along the lineAC in Fig. 1. The
open symbols are for the stacking positionB in Fig. 1. Successive
curves have been displaced an amount indicated by the exte
lines on they axis.
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ARAES and LEED studies are internally consistent, with t
stacking position moving toward the KS bcc site as the s
face unit cell relaxes to two domains of the true bcc struct
in the KS orientation. Only when this process is nearly co
plete does the LEED show the appearance of the NW
domains, in agreement with the strong peak at 45° in
ARAES at these thicknesses. The experimental ARA
spectrum for the thickest film~12 ML! is in fact well repre-
sented by a summation of the calculated curves for the
and NW stacking sites, since the calculation for the KS s
shows little structure. The details of the emergence of
NW bcc domains remains unexplained, as it is not clear h
this unit cell can be accommodated to the existing KS
growth without a significant distortion which is not observ
in the LEED pattern. To our knowledge, the fcc to bcc stru
tural changes in ultrathin Fe films grown on (111)fcc surfaces
studied so far show either a KS or NW orientation, but n
both.28,29 Some studies of thick Fe films~of order 100 ML!
grown on a Ni~111! single crystal show a combination of K
and NW domains,14 but this seems to correspond to a loss
epitaxy to the substrate, since all possible configurations
present.

V. DISCUSSION

Insofar as the experimental methods used in these stu
can detect, Fe films grown on 2-ML Ni/W~110! show a
simple fcc to bcc growth transition, with evolution of th
structure in the direction of film growth. This is accom
plished by the nucleation of surface unit cells in the K
orientation which are midway between fcc and bcc, follow
by the incremental evolution of the shape and stacking p
tion of the cells to that of true bcc. The present studies g
no direct indication of the film morphology, but the contin
ous evolution of the LEED and ARAES measurements s

FIG. 9. Positions of the forward-focusing peaks in the calcula
ARAES traces~as in Fig. 8! as a function of the stacking positio
along the lineAC in Fig. 1 ~ending in the KS bcc stacking position!
and along the lineAB in Fig. 1 ~ending in the NW bcc stacking
position!.
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gest that the film growth in the transition region is not roug
but rather exposes only a few layer thicknesses at any ti
This type of incremental structural transition is unusual
that the bcc structure does not seem to be introduced as
fects which reduce the in-plane strain of the film, while lea
ing the structure of the fcc and bcc portions fixed. Scann
tunneling microscopy~STM! and reflection high-energy
electron diffraction studies of the growth of these film
would provide a most welcome test of these conclusio
The STM experiments may have difficulty in detecting t
growth transition itself, since the layer spacing of the fcc a
bcc structure is expected to be very nearly the same.

It is interesting to speculate on the rough analogy betw
the growth transition in these films and the martensitic ph
transition in bulk Fe. In the first place, the present finding
a simple transition with a planar geometry supports the
of a film geometry where the surface lies parallel to the ha
plane in the bulk transition. These experiments show at fi
a discontinuous change in the surface unit cell~as would be
expected in an analogous first-order phase transition!, fol-
lowed by an incremental relaxation of the unit cell, as mig
be foreseen for a ‘‘frozen’’ martensitic transition front. Th
most analogous metallurgical situation would seem to be
interfaces of finite, metastable martensitic particles in b
materials. Recent electron microscopy studies of Cu prec
tates in a bcc Fe matrix show a series of epitaxial relati
ships, depending on particle size.30 Interfaces analogous to
planar films are found for particles.17 mm, where an un-
twinned, distorted fcc structure close to the KS orientation
found. Growth of the particle finally leads to a fcc structu
in the KS orientation for particle sizes greater than 40mm.
While these studies of precipitates are of a bcc to fcc m
tensitic transition~the reverse of the present film studies!, in
both cases there is a gradual, epitaxial accommodation a
relative importance of the interface is decreased because
particle/film grows larger/thicker.

Finally, it appears that the use of the 2-ML Ni/W~110!
substrate provides a tractable experimental system for
study of the magnetic behavior of Fe films as they unde
the fcc to bcc growth transition. Despite the extreme thinn
of the Ni buffer layer, epitaxial fcc Fe films with little inter
mixing are produced up to a thickness of 3 ML. The sligh
distorted fcc unit cell further simplifies the growth transitio
by causing a preferred orientation among the many poss
KS alignments. There is hope that the Ni will not dictate t
magnetic properties of the Fe film, except perhaps in
interesting region of<1 ML Fe. These and other magnet
studies are currently underway.
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